Link’s answer to cost-effective, safe training

Today Link and Van Halteren have joined together to offer the L-3 Professional Training System, a cost-effective solution for training. The system provides a realistic and safe environment for training, allowing participants to practice and test their skills without the risks associated with real-world scenarios.

- Converts a howitzer into a training system
- Saves ammunition, operation, and support costs
- Enhances individual, crew, and team training
- Eliminates range safety risks
- Anytime, anywhere training

Features

14 Not to Be Denied

It was only after the civil rights movement and the end of segregation in the Guard in several states did we begin to see a change in the way the Guard operated. But African-Americans could not be denied their right to serve. They participated in some units soon after their first arrival in the New World, forming their own units when they were welcomed elsewhere. They served for the same reasons as white soldiers: the personal rewards of serving their community and nation and the fraternity of military life. They also served with distinction.

20 Stimulating Simulators

One minute, you’re standing in an Orlando, Fla., research park. The next, you’re a platoon leader in urban combat. Or, in a Civil Support Team taking samples after a possible chemical attack. Simulators are becoming more realistic and more widely used throughout the Guard. Not a replacement for the real thing, they are effective training devices for those limited by time and resources.

24 Passing with Flying Colors

As unforgettable as the war was to Nevada Air National Guard Lt. Col. Rodney Mathisen, his and the performance of the other 5,259 Air Guardsmen serving in the Persian Gulf 10 years ago left a lasting impression on Air Force leaders. Many current and former Guard officials believe the Guard owns its current role in Air Force operations to its accomplishments during the war.
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